Beans Contest

There are different variations of this game. This is just one of the ways it can be done.

Supplies - 2 jars (depends on chapter size) - these can be "spruced up" by adding bows or even painting it with glass paints. By putting team names on the jars.

1 bag red beans
1 bag white beans (same size for both)
1 team - Red Team
1 team - White Team

Choose two captains and two teams. (A fair way to choose the teams is to put everyone's name in a hat, Tops and Kops separately, and have the captains draw.)

RULES - Immediately after weigh-in each member checks in with the team captain who will have the beans and the jar.

TOPS

For each 1/4 lb LOST they add 1 bean of THEIR team's color to THEIR team's jar.

For each 1/4 lb GAINED they add 1 bean of THEIR team's color to the OTHER team's jar.

If a member TURTLES.....nothing happens.

KOPS

AT or BELOW goal puts 4 beans in THEIR team's color in THEIR team's jar.

IN LEEWAY puts two of THEIR team's color in THEIR team's jar.

OVER LEEWAY puts 4 beans in THEIR team's color in the OTHER team's jar.

The team who fills their jar first wins.